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Jimmy Howard VE2JWH 2011 11 26

Microwaves, an introduction.

Jimmy Howard VE2JWH (forefront) and Pierre Jolin VE2PIJ heating-up the ether on mount Mégantic in August
2002.

Pictured above is a 50-inch dish providing in excess of 30 dB gain (1000×) on 3.4 GHz

These notes are dedicated to the volunteers at Radio Talk 2011 who missed presentations
while attending to their assigned duties. Thank you !
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The bands

3456, 5760, 10368, 24192 MHzSHF

432, 903, 1296, 2304 MHzUHF

50, 144, 222 MHzVHF

Frequencies above 1 GHz are generally considered “Microwaves”.

The bands that see the most activity are 1296 ( 1.2 GHz, λ = 23 cm ) and 10368 ( 10 GHz, λ = 3 cm ).

Other microwave bands are much quieter: making the « cost per contact » somewhat expensive…

SHF = Super High Frequency = 3 GHz ~ 30 GHz.

On 10 GHz, there might be less than 5 stations in VE2-land at this time (2011).

On 24 GHz, you might find a couple of stations in Ontario.
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Why would you want to be on microwave bands ?

# 5 Mountain-topping: beautiful vistas are discovered when looking for good “line of sight” locations.

# 4 Building equipment and experimentation.

# 3 Building antennas whose physical dimensions are manageable.

# 2 Unusual propagation modes independent of the ionosphere and solar cycle: rain scatter, airplane scatter.

# 1 Use it or lose it ( that’s valid for the radio spectrum and your brain too ! ).

RainScatter by Andrew Flowers K0SM, a rain scatter prediction program.

http://www.frontiernet.net/~aflowers/rainscatter/
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VE2JWH

10 GHz on Hereford QC

Photo credit: Robert Leclerc VA2RPL. Mount Hereford 2011 09 17

The dish is the workhorse on 3 GHz and above. Pictured above is a 10 GHz set-up.

A simple “bull’s eye bubble level” on the box permits setting the box so the antenna points at the horizon at all
azimuths.

The offset feed of the dish is advantageous because the feed finds the sky at the periphery of its field of view
(i.e., it sees a bit more than the exact diameter of the dish). The sky being quieter radio-wise than other Earth-
bound objects, system noise is kept low. Another advantage of the offset feed, when compared to a traditional
centre feed, is the absence of blockage: i.e., the feed and its mount are not in the way of waves hitting the dish.

The 24-inch recycled dish provides about 33 dB gain (2000×) on 10 GHz. Its beamwidth is about 3 degrees.

The horizontally-polarized 2m yagi is used for liaison on 144.260 MHz (Upper Sideband).

Calling CQ in random directions will not net you contacts: unless you have previously agreed on a “sked” (a
time period for an attempt with a known station), you need to establish contact first on 2m, exchange grid
locations and compute a bearing to the other guy’s location.

BD_2004.EXE Bearing and Distance calculator, Michael R. Owen W9IP and Paul Wade W1GHZ (N1BWT)

http://www.w1ghz.org/10g/software.htm
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Horn antenna by VE2JWH

Surprisingly, this little 10 GHz horn antenna provides 18 dB gain ( a multiplication ratio of 63 times ), sufficient
to conduct certain contacts, but you have to keep the coaxial line short !

The feed is merely a quarter-inch section of the center conductor.
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Loop yagis
@ VE2JWH

Pictures above are Loop yagis for 903 and 1296 MHz at VE2JWH.

From 1 to about 3 GHz, loop yagis are practical antennas. Note that elements have a circumference of one (1)
wavelength (plus or minus a few millimetres).

On higher bands, the diameter of the boom becomes so large in comparison to the elements that it affects the
radiation pattern of the antenna; thus a dish becomes a better choice.
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Devices

Active devices are needed to provide gain on these bands.

[ cue laugh track here… ] Yeah right, maybe at 0.00005 GHz !

These older vacuum tubes certainly do not qualify: remember 3 cm (the height of such tubes) is one
(1) wavelength at 10 GHz.

Because of the phenomenal gain of the antennas, very modest power levels are sufficient.

A couple of watts and a half-decent antenna on 10 GHz provide radiated power comparable to a
kilowatt (1000 watts) on HF frequencies (below 30 MHz).

Do NOT stand in front or look at a transmitting
antenna. The eyes are most at risk

(think of a cup of water in a microwave oven).
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Transverter

The transverter: how to get on another band without building/buying a whole new radio.

“A transverter is a radio frequency device that consists of an upconverter and a downconverter in one unit.
Transverters are used in conjunction with transceivers to change the range of frequencies over which the
transceiver can communicate.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transverter

SSB and CW are the most common modes for weak signal work on microwave bands.

2m (144 MHz) all-mode transceivers can serve as “IF radios”.

On receive, the incoming signal is downconverted to the IF frequency. On transmit, the output of the IF radio is
upconverted to the band of interest.

All features of the IF radio are available on the new band.

An interface is required between the transverter and the IF radio to coordinate the switching and manage power
levels. Missing from the sketch is an attenuator to dump some of the power from the IF radio on transmit: the
Mixer only requires a fraction of a watt.
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Down East Microwave

Purchasing a kit is one option for getting on the microwave bands.

A transverter kit from Down East Microwave (FL, U.S.A. ), also available in assembled form.

This model converts from 1296 MHz to 144 MHz.
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Homebrew (LO chain)

2160 MHz

Home-building from individual components is another option.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amateur_radio_homebrew

A homebrew transverter: 2304 MHz to 144 MHz.

This side comprises the Local Oscillator chain: it starts with a crystal oscillator at 180 MHz, from which the 3rd
harmonic is picked-up at 540 MHz. This signal is further processed by a diode multiplier to a fourth harmonic of
2160 MHz (i.e., just 144 MHz short of the target frequency of 2304 MHz).

The 2160 MHz output is then routed to the other side…
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Homebrew (Mixer & Converter)

Mixer

The other side of the homebrew transverter.

One Mixer is used alternatively for downconversion or upconversion.
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Amateur suppliers and distributors

Michael Kuhne
DB6NT

SSB Electronic USA, Mountaintop, PA

http://www.ssbusa.com/

Kuhne electronic GmbH (Berg, Germany), Michael Kuhne DB6NT

http://www.kuhne-electronic.de/en/home.html

http://www.db6nt.de/

Down East Microwave, Steve Kostro N2CEI and Sandra Estevez K4SME

http://www.downeastmicrowave.com/
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MA/COM « White Box »

A third option is the conversion of surplus commercial equipment.

Jimmy VE2JWH and many more hams across North America converted such units to produce about 200
milliwatts on 10 GHz.

Pictured above is the Microwave Associates so-called « White Box »

http://www.g3pho.free-online.co.uk/microwaves/whitebox.htm

http://www.febo.com/geekworks/whitebox/index.html

http://www.nr6ca.org/pdf/whiteboxmod.pdf

http://www.qsl.net/ve3hht/whitebox.html
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More surplus…

Also recovered from surplus equipment, a strip which can put out about 1 watt on 10 GHz.
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Surplus, cont’d

More recent equipment which operates around 2.5 GHz.

Circuit traces need to be lengthened and padded to bring into 13cm band at 2304 MHz.
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Test equipment.

Photo credit: François VE2AAY 2010 08 21. Mount Hereford.

On photo above, Barnaby VA2DRB holds a temperature-compensated frequency calibrator in front of the
antenna feed, while Pierre VE2PIJ finds the signal on his transceiver.

When attempting contacts at 10 000 MHz, it’s easy to be off frequency by 10 kHz. Ensuring you’re dead on
frequency removes one variable from the equation.

Minimum required bench equipment includes a signal generator, a low-level microwave power meter and a
crystal detector probe.

A noise figure meter and a spectrum analyzer would be nice additions, but rather costly…
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Activities

• VUCC (VHF/UHF Century Club Award).

• Contests:

– June VHF QSO Party: above 50 MHz.

– August UHF contest: above 222 MHz.

– 10 GHz+, August & September, 3rd weekend.

– September VHF QSO Party: above 50 MHz.

Some of the pursuits:

-VUCC Certificates sponsored by the ARRL: contacts must be confirmed with a certain number of grid squares
(actual number depends on band: 25 on 1296, 10 on 2304, 5 on all others).

-On 2304 and above, all contacts must originate within a 1000-foot diameter area.

- A number of VHF/UHF contests are sponsored by the ARRL.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VHF/UHF_Century_Club

A “Grid Square” represents 1° of latitude by 2° of longitude.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maidenhead_Locator_System

For example, Montréal is in grid FN35, Ottawa in FN25, Mont-Tremblant in FN26 and St-Albans VT in
FN34.

Click on this map to find your grid…

http://f6fvy.free.fr/qthLocator/fullScreen.php
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Hoping to hear you soon.

Thanks for your interest.


